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Abstract

In this article we report some findings about visual imagery in patients with stable homonymous hemianopia compared to healthy control subjects. These findings were obtained by analyzing the gaze control through recording of eye movements in different phases of viewing and imagery. We used six different visual stimuli for the consecutive viewing and imagery phases. With infrared oculography, we recorded eye movements during this presentation phase and in three subsequent imagery phases in absence of the stimulus. Analyzing the basic parameters of the gaze sequences (known as "scanpaths"), we discovered distinct characteristics of the "viewing scanpaths" and the "imagery scanpaths" in both groups, which suggests a reduced extent of the image within the cognitive representation. We applied different similarity measures (string/vector string editing, Markov analysis). We found a "progressive consistency of imagery," showed through raising similarity values for the comparison of the late imagery scanpaths. This result suggests a strong top-down component in picture exploration: In both groups, healthy subjects and hemianopic patients, a mental model of the viewed picture must evolve very soon and substantially determine the eye movements. As our hemianopic patients showed analogous results to the normal subjects, we conclude that these patients are well adjusted to their deficit and, despite their perceptual defect, have a preserved cognitive representation, which follows the same top-down vision strategies in the process of visual imagery.

INTRODUCTION

Scanpath and Feature Ring Hypothesis of Vision

Although recent studies show remarkable progress in enlightening different aspects of structural and functional compounds of "high-level vision" processes, there still remain various questions about the visual process as a whole. One questions is to what amount the object recognition process is mostly parallel or serial and what kind of internal representation is used by the brain in selecting and integrating the numerous complex and rapidly changing visual data that it is permanently exposed to.

The serial model originally developed by Noton and Stark (1971a,b) suggests that the internal representation consists of single components and features that are sequentially "matched" to the object(s) seen in the recognition phase. Because viewing consists of a sequence of alternating saccades and fixations, its measurable correlate can be described as the so-called "scanpath." This term was introduced by Noton and Stark. Their theory is based upon the idea that top-down processes associate single features of a scene on a higher cognitive level in a step-by-step manner. Within their studies they found marked similarities in recorded intra-subjective scanpaths of their subjects when repetitively viewing the same picture. From this Noton and Stark concluded the "feature ring hypothesis," which claims that the internal representation of a seen object is given by its cardinal sensory features and the motor traces (saccades) that connect these features. Thus, recognition of objects works through a step-by-step scanning that corresponds to the actual "feature ring," a model that has been revised during the past decades. Figure 1 shows an actual version from Stark et al. (1999).

The foveal regions of interest (ROIs) are sequentially visited by a string of fixations, shifted by a string of saccades, and are simultaneously matched by top-down, symbolic, spatial, and sequential representations or bindings of the hypothesized image.

Based upon this model, our approach to obtain information on the visual system was to register the eye movements of our subjects during a visual task and then to analyze the resulting scanpaths. A variety of different scanpath properties like global/local saccade ratio were investigated in the past decades (Zangemeister, Oechsner, & Freksa, 1995; Zangemeister, Stiehl, & Freksa, 1996; Zangemeister, 1997), especially eye movements recorded during reading (readingpath, Schoepf & Zangemeister, 1993) or visual search (searchpath) showed certain characteristics abnormally modulated within pathological conditions like hemianopia or visual neglect syndrome.

Visual Imagery

The basic assumption of common anatomic structures serving the functions of perception ("vision") and visual
Imagery ("imagery") in high-level vision was confirmed in recent structural and imaging studies: Evidence for this was found by positron emission tomography (PET) (Roland and Gulyas, 1994a, b; Kosslyn et al., 1993; Kosslyn & Shin, 1994), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; LeBihan et al., 1993), regional blood flow recording (Goldenberg, Poderka, Steiner, Suess, & Deecke, 1989), and event-related potentials during imagery and viewing (Farah, Peronnnet, Gonon, & Girard, 1988) studies localizing these functions in parieto- and temporo-occipital areas of the human cortex.

On the basis of these results, Farah and Ratcliff (1994) and Kosslyn and Shin (1994) developed an integrated model of active vision and visual imagery. This model basically postulates an interactive exchange of information between various cortical areas of different complexity. According to this theory the process of imagery works very much like the recognition of previously seen pictures (matching them to the mental prototype) through projection of the visual information onto a common medium. This projection of an extrastriate "high-level" area most probably onto the retinotopical organized area finally corresponds to the visualization of the constructed image and represents the visual working memory. This means that the striate cortex could play the role of a visual "buffer" providing incoming data for an "attention window" (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) that selectively focuses on the interesting features of the whole picture. As in the process of analyzing external images, different subsystems are involved to define objects concerning their major aspects like shape, color, localization, and size (Kosslyn, 1994). There is a direct link between the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and V1 in the sulcus calcarinus of the occipital cortex through the radiatio optica. Further connections exist from the LGN to the extrastriate cortex in areas 18 and 19. Zeki (1976, 1978, 1983, 1993) was the first to show an association of the areas V2 to V5 in the integration of different modalities of visual information like color, shape, and motion in the rhesus monkey.

In the literature few works can be found that address the analysis of eye movements during visual imagery. In 1968, Hebb asked in "Concerning Imagery" whether eyes scan a visualized scene the same way they do in reality (Hebb, 1968). He concluded that eye movements have to play an essential organisatory role in completing the fragments of a whole picture.

Our paradigm of comparing "viewing" scanpaths with "imagery" scanpaths was first carried out by Brandt and Stark (1997), using just one kind of abstract stimulus and a small number of healthy subjects. They were able to show that after presentation of a stimulus to the subjects, eye movements also occur in the subsequent imagery phase. Furthermore, using string editing methods in the scanpath analysis, they found that these scanpaths were not random but similar to those of the viewing phase.

### Homonymous Hemianopia and Rehabilitative Aspects

Hemianopia, defined as a complete visual field defect, is divided into different forms according to the site of the lesion. The predominantly occurring homonymous form usually shows macular sparing. The ischemic cerebrovascular event is a common etiology of this disorder followed by bledding and trauma. Often, hemianopia is associated with other cognitive dysfunctions like aphasia and visual hemineglct. Rossi, Kheyfets, and Reding (1990) found that more than 20% of patients with stroke treated in rehabilitation centers expose hemianopic symptoms. The impact of this sensory deficit depends on size and localization of the lesion, impairing patients in visual information processing in many ways. Hemianopia usually leads to problems exploring the blind hemifield causing patients to perform hypometric, low-amplitude saccades and headcaps them more or less severely in orientation and safety in everyday living. Prospective studies of the natural course of vascular retrogenicular visual field defects show that spontaneous restitution (e.g., axon sprouting) in the blind hemifield takes place within the first 6 months after the event and that the average visual field gain is about 16% (Messing & Gänshirt, 1986; Hier, Mondlock, & Kaplan, 1983) in perimetry. To some degree, oculomotor training strategies can compensate the sensory deficit (Schöpf & Zangemeister, 1993; Zangemeister, Meien-
berg, Stark, & Hoyt, 1982; Zangemeister, Dannheim, & Kunze, 1986; Meienberg, Zangemeister, Rosenberg, Hoyt, & Stark, 1981; Meienberg, 1983; Zihl, 1981; Zihl & Cramon, 1988; Gassel & Williams, 1963; Poppelreuter, 1917; Riddoch, 1917). Pomerenke and Markowitsch (1989) found that a specific systematic exploration practice through perimetric saccade training improves visuospatial orientation in these patients. Furthermore, Zangemeister, Poppensieker, and Hoekendorf (1999) investigated the influence of cognitive motor gaze con-
trol strategies on the rehabilitation of visual field defects in hemianopic patients and found significant improvement in their visual behavior after taking part in a special cognitive training of gaze control.

A study of Butler, Kosslyn, Mijovic-Prelec, and Riffle (1997) tested visual imagery in hemianopic patients with occipital lesions using special imagery and perceptual control tasks. Based on their results, they postulated impaired visual imagery in these patients because compared to a control group they performed worse in the imagery task when perceiving the stimulus ipsilateral to their visual field defect. They concluded that this result supports the view that visual imagery involves topographically organized visual areas of the occipital lobe.

---

**Figure 2.** Cumulative data representative of basic scanpath parameters during visual imagery and viewing periods. Analogous results for the median of number of fixations, saccade amplitude, and fixation duration are shown for normals (NP) and patients (HA) with highly significant (*p < .01) differences.

**Figure 3.** Illustration of the median similarities resulting from each of the applied methods. Comparisons between random (RND), viewing (0) and imagery 1–3 (1, 2, 3) strings. Symbols and methods as shown in Figure 4.
The aim of our study was to obtain information about the consistency and reproducibility of internal visual image representations in hemianopic patients using top-down mechanisms (in the context of active "high-level vision"). Therefore, the question was whether, in comparison with healthy subjects, this mental image can be thought of as being intact despite the visuocortical sensory deficit.

RESULTS

Patients and Controls Basic Scanpath Parameters of Visual Imagery

At first we compared the basic gaze movement parameters: saccade amplitude, number of fixations, and fixation duration of both patient and healthy subjects groups in the viewing and in the subsequent imagery phases. For all subjects we found analogous results with significantly different parameters for the imagery scanpaths compared to the viewing scanpaths. The median saccade amplitudes and the median number of fixations were lower during the imagery phases in both groups. Correspondingly, the fixation duration was significantly higher in the imagery scanpaths than in the viewing scanpaths. This result was consistently reproducible for all picture stimuli as shown in Figure 2.

Common Results of Patients and Controls Scanpath Similarity Analysis

Comparing the similarities of the viewing scanpaths (marked as "0") and of the imagery scanpaths (marked as "1", "2", and "3") we found with all applied methods higher similarities within the group of viewing versus imagery comparison (0–1, 0–2, 0–3 in Figures 3 and 4) and imagery versus imagery comparison (1–2, 1–3, 2–3 in Figures 3 and 4) than in comparison with the random strings. The imagery versus imagery string comparison resulted in higher similarities than the viewing versus imagery string comparison. This was reproducible and consistent both in single-subject analysis and in single-task (picture) analysis. Figure 3 shows the cumulative medians of the calculated similarity values of the hemianopic patients and of the control subjects for all comparisons with the random strings for all applied comparison methods. In Figure 4, a rank variance analysis including all comparison methods and the summary of significantly different medians are presented.

Hemianopic Patients

The first substantial result was a significantly higher similarity in viewing versus imagery and imagery versus
imagery comparisons than to the random strings. This result was consistent over all comparison methods (except for wVSE). Furthermore, we found a significantly increased similarity in the group of imagery versus imagery comparisons compared to the viewing versus imagery group, a result that could be reproduced with all methods applied. There were no significant differences in similarity among the three viewing versus imagery comparisons (0–1, 0–2, 0–3). The imagery versus imagery comparisons showed a trend (especially in the last two imagery phases, 2–3) to give the highest overall similarities although no significant difference could be shown between the imagery versus imagery comparisons (1–2, 1–3, 2–3). One reason for the smaller number of significant differences between viewing versus imagery and imagery versus imagery similarities in hemianopic patients compared to normal subjects is the higher variability in the distributions obtained for these patients.

If we look at the different comparison methods, we see that there basically is an analogous pattern of results for all of them (Figure 3). Highest similarity values (especially of gaze sequence comparisons against random strings) resulted from Markov analysis (MA, cMA). The lowest values were obtained with vector string editing methods (VSE, wVSE). In weighted vector string editing (wVSE) we found negative similarity values for viewing versus imagery comparisons, indicating a lower similarity as calculated for random strings with this method. Otherwise, the difference between viewing versus imagery and imagery versus imagery similarities shows the highest difference with this method.

There was no relevant difference for the compressed (cRSE, cMA) and the uncompressed (RSE, MA) variants of region string editing and Markov analysis.

**DISCUSSION**

The basic findings can be summarized as follows: First, as formally described by Brandt and Stark (1997) subjects perform scanpaths during the imagery phase. Second, the imagery scanpaths exhibit specific characteristics (described in full detail further) that clearly distinguish them from the viewing scanpaths. The increased similarity of viewing and imagery scanpaths in all subjects points to a strong top-down component in the imagery scanpaths of both groups. The maximal similarity values within the imagery scanpaths indicate a “progressive consistency of imagery” in accordance with the evolution of a constant mental prototype of the viewed picture. The analogous results of our patients show preserved top-down mechanisms in this collective despite their sensory deficit.

**Common Visual Imagery Basic Scanpath Properties in Both Groups**

The highly significant differences in basic imagery scanpath parameters (compared with the corresponding viewing scanpath) like saccade amplitude, number of fixations, and fixation duration could be summarized as “minimization” of the viewing scanpath. This strongly supports the identical findings of Brandt and Stark (1997), although in our picture presentations we explicitly provided a “reference frame” during the imagery period supplying our subjects with the dimension of the original stimulus. In accordance with their conclusions, we also think that these different spatial and temporal characteristics of the imagery scanpath (smaller saccades, longer and less fixations) can be explained by an underlying cognitive process in terms of the feature ring hypothesis. Rayner and McConkie (1976) formerly suggested in their process-monitoring hypothesis that eye movement parameters like fixation duration are obviously affected by the cognitive process occurring during fixation time. Thus, the sequential scanning of subfeatures (which constitute a complete scene) needs these prolonged fixations in the process of (re)constructing the mental image. The decreased saccade amplitudes indicate that in imagery there is no need for eye movements with the full-scale amplitudes like in perception, but just maintaining the correct relative spatial distances between the subfeatures of a complex scene seems to be sufficient for the generation of a regular mental image. We further think that the need for reduction of spatial properties for the underlying cognitive process is compatible with a serial time-consuming “feature ring” model of visual imagery in all subjects (regardless of a hemianopic deficit). It is worth noting that other investigators found a similar phenomenon, micropsia, in healthy volunteers after mescaline consumption (L. Stark, personal communication, 1998).
String Comparison Methods

The evaluation of the different string comparison methods demonstrated that all implemented methods are suited for this kind of investigation. Their parallel usage seems to be rational as they supply complementary information. However, the similarities calculated by different methods are not directly comparable to each other; they rather show variant aspects of the scanpath tested. For example, the finding of the increased similarities cannot be explained by reduced repetitive fixations during the imagery phases. This is shown through the fact that the results for compressed (cRSE, cMA) and uncompressed (RSE, MA) variants do not differ.

We feel that Markov analysis (MA, cMA) turned out to be the most suitable string comparison method for comparison of viewing imagery scanpaths producing the highest similarity values. As this method describes the transition probability of fixations from one ROI to another it reflects in terms of gaze control on the cortical level the spatial aspect of "where does a fixation occur" reflecting functions located in the parietal lobe. The string editing methods (RSE, cRSE), on the other hand, did elucidate our finding of a "progressive consistency of imagery" with high string similarity correlations representing the sequence of fixations ("when does a fixation occur"), predominantly involving cortical structures like the prefrontal cortex and the SMA. Weakest correlations were found for the new vector string editing methods (VSE, wVSE) combining the sequence of saccades and their spatial vectorial orientation with the advantage of making a priori regionalisation unnecessary. While previous numeric simulations (Zangemeister & Oechsner, 1996) showed a superiority of the weighted vector string editing (wVSE) for comparison of gaze sequences against the unweighted vector string editing (VSE), we found this method, in comparison to the normal string editing and Markov analysis methods, unable to support our finding of similar imagery scanpaths in both groups. Further studies should clarify in which cases this method is suitable to describe and compare eye movements in human subjects.

Progressive Consistency of Imagery Resulting from Top-Down Control in All Subjects

Eye movements performed within viewing and subsequent visual imagery are very similar in both healthy subjects and hemianopic patients. This indicates a strong top-down component in active looking for all subjects. It also supports the feature ring hypothesis by Noton and Stark (1971a,b), who hypothesized that eye movements are controlled by centrally coded processes rather than depending randomly on peripheral features (bottom-up). In their information processing approach to visual perception the repetitive sequences of eye movements are interpreted as a result of a control sequence of representation coding "what" the subfeatures of a picture are and "where" they are located in the scene. They already showed this in their eye movement recordings on ambivalent figures. Different subjects produced different but reproducible scanpaths if they were exposed to the same pictures (Stark & Ellis, 1981; Ellis & Stark, 1978). Another study could show a strong top-down component in more sophisticated viewers when looking at realistic versus abstract pictures (Zangemeister, Oechsner, et al., 1995). This stands in contrast to studies, which suggest that peripheral vision might be the major force driving the scanpath (Parker, 1978). Our experiments concerning the visual imagery process provide additional evidence for the top-down nature of the human scanpath even in patients with the sensory deficit of homonymous hemianopia. According to the abovementioned visual perception studies, the subjects in our experiment first naively scanned an unknown picture in a mixture of bottom-up (new features/patterns) and top-down (recognition of known features/patterns) strategies. Within a few seconds, they constructed a mental image that was reproduced constantly and with increasing similarity as we could show in our scanpath similarity analyses. Thus, we can conclude that the content of the viewed scene is stored in a mental image that can be accessed through the top-down driven scanpaths during visual imagery. Brandt and Stark (1997) already found this in healthy subjects using an abstract stimulus for presentation and string editing methods for similarity analysis. They could demonstrate that in healthy subjects eye movements are made during visual imagery and that the imagery scanpath is not random but reflects the content of the visualized scene. We confirmed this in our study using several different visual stimuli and furthermore could show that in subsequent imagery phases the similarities between the imagery scanpaths increase. We refer to this as "progressive consistency of imagery" and assume that this is a consequence of consolidation of the mental image.

However, our special interest was the behavior of the hemianopic patients. Would it be correct to assume a different and probably impaired visual imagery in a subject with unilateral occipital damage? There seems to be no relevant difference in the gaze control of the patients compared to our control subjects. Thus, top-down processes seem to play an important role in our patients as well. Compensatory eye movements into the blind hemifield play a crucial role in the perception process of these patients (Zangemeister et al., 1982, 1986, 1996; Zihl, 1981; Zihl & Cramon, 1988). Most of the patients showed no exploration problems into the blind hemifield during the stimulus presentation phase of our experiment, indicating a generally high degree of adaptation to the impairment. We think that although complete perception for these patients requires increased oculomotor activity and, presumably, adaptation
and reorganization of their initial scanpath, they seem to use similar top-down strategies using a reproducible cognitive model for imagery just like normals do. In the literature, controversial sights about visual imagery in sensory deficit patients are found. Several investigators have reported loss of imagery for objects, faces, or spatial relations after extensive bilateral occipital injury although other investigators did not (Goldenberg, 1993; Goldenberg, Mullbacher, & Nowak, 1995). There are also reports about spared imagery in the context of perceptual (agnostic) deficits (Behrmann, Winucur, & Moscovitch, 1992; Jankowiak, Kinsbourne, Shalev, & Bachmann, 1992), and one study (Chatterjee & Southwood, 1995) asserted that at least some forms of imagery may exist even following cortical blindness. Kosslyn (1994) expected that imagery would exist even after some forms of perceptual disruption, because not all perceptual organization processes are necessary for imagery. Butter et al. (1997) were the first to study the visual imagery capacity of a small group of patients with homonymous hemianopia (due to unilateral occipital infarcts) using a defined task demanding the patients to report information about orientation and spatial relations of symbols in both hemifields. They found a significantly higher rate of errors in imagery of objects ipsilateral to their hemianopia than in the contralateral field and concluded that these patients have field-specific deficits in imagery supporting the view that visual imagery involves topographically organized visual areas of the occipital cortex.

Implications for the Visual Cognitive Model

Putting our results into the context of the question of functionally identical cortical structures for visual perception and visual imagery we deduce that there must be a common central processing mechanism for both cognitive functions. The crucial role (in terms of the feature ring hypothesis) of the eye movements (scanpaths) measured by us is supported by a PET study (Gulyas, Persson, Stone-Elander, & Eriksson, 1992). Gulyas et al. demonstrated that the cortical regions that are homologous to the frontal eye fields controlling eye movements in monkeys showed a marked increase in metabolic activity during visual imagery. Interestingly, their subjects had a considerable level of eye movement activity, although they were requested to suppress eye movements during imagery. Another study using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) by Brandt, Ploner, Meyer, Leistner, and Villringer (1998) localized the connection of sensory and motor components of the visual systems. Stimulation of different cortical areas revealed a parieto-prefrontal network for the representation of visuospatial information. In their paradigm, they decreased "memory-guided" saccade acuity selectively when stimulating the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the posterior parietal cortex (PPC). Zangemeister, Canavan, & Hoemberg (1995) previously already reported disturbed predictive saccades when stimulating frontal and parietal cortex with TMS.

Further structural and functional experimental evidences (see introduction) using different electrophysiological and neuroimaging techniques support the concept of a shared representational medium for imagery and perception. As already mentioned, the integration of these results into a model that takes into account a shared representation of perception and imagery was done by Kosslyn and Shin (1994) and Farah and Ratcliff (1994). They postulated a retinotopically organized "visual buffer" (VI) that should serve as the visual working memory presenting visual information from outside (perception) and from inside (visual imagery generated by higher level cortical areas). However, one of the main theoretical problems of this buffer obviously is the capacity of information that can be stored parallel at a time. Presumably, there is just a restricted amount of visual information that can be presented at a time. This favors a sequential activation of visual memory content from underlying long-term representations in accordance with the scanpath feature ring theory, as additional mechanism for presenting complex scenes without overloading the "visual buffer."

But what kind of implications follow from the results of our hemianopic patients, who showed no significant deviations in their scanpath performance from normal subjects? One might hypothesize that impaired perception due to unilateral damage in the striate cortex ("visual buffer") obligatory leads to deficits in imagery as shown by Butter et al. (1997) in a different paradigm. Considering the fact that most of our patients had unilateral occipital cortical lesions in the CT scans (of different extent and in some patients involving adjacent areas but mainly confined to the occipital area) we found that the cardinal process of constructing a mental prototype of the viewed image that can be reliably reproduced, as shown by the gaze movement analysis, must be intact. Thus, undamaged extrastriate areas that project the mental prototypes must exist in these patients. But in what kind of "buffer" do they project if the medial ipsilateral occipital cortex does not exist anymore? In terms of brain plasticity, one possible explanation lies in the projection of the internal representation into the intact contralesional low-level brain regions via associate extrastriate connections through the corpus callosum. But apart from the construct of a "visual buffer" the crucial reason for the preserved patterns of eye movements in our patients are the intact extrastriate temporo-parietal mechanisms, which include a map of space (see Mesulam, 1990) and guide the eye movements. However, although our study can tell us something about intact top-down processes in these patients, it might not be appropriate to tell us about a possible loss of "quality" of these patients imageries when using an imagery task paradigm like Butter et al. (1997).
Nevertheless, maintained top-down vision with the capability of forming a stable mental representation of the stimulus as shown here would also be a promising base for a rehabilitative cognitive training of such patients. First positive reports of such attempts can be found in Zangemeister et al. (1999).

On the basis of these results larger studies with different paradigms and a subdivision into adapted patients (most patients in our study and the other studies were relatively well adapted to their deficit) and patients in a very early phase after the lesion (Zangemeister, 1997; Zangemeister et al., 1999) would be valuable to confirm and elaborate these findings.

**METHODS**

**Subjects and Apparatus**

The patient group consisted of 14 subjects from our university hospital with predominant homonymous hemianopia. The age range was 20–77 (median 53 years), the etiology of the sensory deficit was heterogeneous (mostly stroke, trauma, operation), as was the degree of adaptation to the deficit (varying from 5 days to 16 years, median 8 months). Perimetry showed left hemifield blindness in seven patients, right hemifield blindness in six patients, and a bitemporal deficit in one. All patients showed foveal sparing in perimetry, no relevant oculomotor or cognitive dysfunctions, and no neglect syndromes either. In the control group, 20 normal subjects participated in our study. They did not show current or preceding neurological disorders and their age ranged from 19 to 58, median 26 years.

We used a 21-in. monitor and a head fixation device for the presentation of stimuli to the subjects. Under standardized conditions, the eye movements were recorded with infrared reflection oculography (ASL 210). The sampling rate was 200 Hz, the overall band width 100 Hz, and the resolution 0.1°.

**Experimental Protocol**

Each subject was measured during a standardized routine that consisted of one stimulus presentation phase and three subsequent imagery phases. We used six different stimuli that were all bordered by a reference frame. The subjects first had 10 sec for viewing the presented picture according to varying instructions (see Table 1). In the following three separate imagery phases the subjects were asked to recall the pictures by looking at the blank reference frame on the monitor and scan it freely from their imagination (Figures 5 and 6).

The first two presentations (Picture 1 served as "training" picture for acquiring of some routine with the task and was excluded from analysis) were used to measure the so-called "searchpath," containing the task of searching objects within a picture. The next four pictures showed abstract, ambiguous, and realistic stimuli. During this phase, different scanpath tasks of increasing cognitive complexity were performed (Table 1).

**Data Analysis**

The analysis was carried out with standardized computer programs that included evaluation of basic saccade parameters first using Student’s t test and the Whitney rank sum test \((p < .05)\) for group comparison. We calculated the viewing/imagery scanpath similarities using all the comparison methods mentioned below.

Kruskal and Wallis (1952) rank variance analysis with \(p < .05\) was performed in the visual imagery evaluation for comparing the similarities of the computed strings (random, viewing, imagery I–III).

**Methods for the Comparison of Eye Movements**

**Methods With A Priori Regionalization: Markov Analysis and String Editing**

Most frequently used methods for the comparison of scanpaths (Choi, Mosley, & Stark, 1995; Zangemeister, Oechsner, et al., 1995; Zangemeister & Oechsner, 1996; Hacisalihzade, Stark, & Allen, 1992; Stark & Ellis, 1981; Stark & Choi, 1996) first divide the presented picture into regions (ROIs) and attach unique labels to each region (e.g., letters). We also chose a priori principal interesting features of our visual stimuli to regionalize them into different ROIs. Substituting each fixation with the letter of the ROI in which it is located leads from the sequence of fixations to a sequence of ROI labels. Afterwards, these strings representing the gaze sequences can be compared using Markov analysis (Rubin, 1986; Kemeny & Snell, 1983; Dynkin & Juschkewitsch, 1969) or string editing (Sankoff & Kruskal, 1983; Wagner & Fischer, 1974; Morgan, 1970).

**Markov analysis.** First-order Markov analysis (MA) calculates the transition probability between two conditions, for example, the probability that ROI "C" is fixated just before ROI "A" is fixated. These transition probabilities can appropriately be described by matrices,

Table 1. Pictures Shown and Associated Tasks for the Viewing Period (Before Imagery)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training picture</td>
<td>Arrow search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Search for blue trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkerboard</td>
<td>Free viewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous picture</td>
<td>Interpretation change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady face</td>
<td>Free viewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool player</td>
<td>Free viewing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

__Table 1. Pictures Shown and Associated Tasks for the Viewing Period (Before Imagery)__

- **Training picture:** Arrow search
- **Landscape:** Search for blue trees
- **Checkerboard:** Free viewing
- **Ambiguous picture:** Interpretation change
- **Lady face:** Free viewing
- **Pool player:** Free viewing
where matrix element $p_{ij}$ represents the possibility, that condition (ROI) $i$ is followed by condition (ROI) $j$. Hacisalihzade et al. (1992) developed a model based on a Markov analysis for the comparison of ROI strings. The Markov distance between two sequences of fixations was defined as average total difference of the respective Markov matrix elements.

String editing. In string editing, the minimal number of editing operations such as deleting, inserting, or substituting of letters needed to transfer one string into the other is calculated (Sankoff & Kruskal, 1983; Wagner & Fischer, 1974; Morgan, 1970). For example, "ROOM" is turned to "GLOOM" inserting 'G' at the beginning and substituting 'R' for 'L.' Weights or costs are assigned to these editing operations, so insertion and deletion cost '1,' substitution '2.' Thus, there is a string distance (D) of 3 between "ROOM" and "GLOOM."

For both Markov analysis and string editing there exists a variant in which repetitive identical letters are removed before analysis. In this "string compression" variant, multiple repetitive fixations in one ROI are summarized to one fixation (Choi et al., 1995). This compressed form of region string editing (RSE) is known as "compressed" RSE (cRSE); for Markov analysis (MA) the corresponding form is compressed MA (cMA).

Methods Without Regionalization: Vector String Editing

To avoid a priori regionalization of a picture in vector string editing (VSE), a discretization of the fixation connecting saccades is done. These saccades are described by vectors between the fixations. The saccade angles are split up into $n$ direction intervals and the lengths into $m$ length intervals. These bins define a saccade vector alphabet. The real saccade vector is replaced by the most similar vector from the alphabet.
thereby defining a representation of the gaze sequence through a "vector string."

We tested two variants of this method. In the first variant, the same string editing methods as for the region strings were applied. The second variant, referred to as weighted vector string editing (wVSE), assigns the lengths of the inserted or deleted vectors as costs to the editing operations insert or delete and using the amount of the difference vector in case of replacements.

**Similarity Measures for Gaze Sequences**

A similarity measure \( S = 1 - D/D_{\text{max}} \) (referred to as "S" for similarity) between two compared strings is obtained by standardization with the actual string distance \( (D) \) and the maximal distance \( (D_{\text{max}}) \) of both of these strings. This results in similarity values in the range from 0 to 1 where the value 1 reflects an identical result of comparison and 0 maximal dissimilarity of compared strings. Using the included direction information in weighted vector string editing the similarity measure \( S \) was defined as \( S = 1 - 2D/D_{\text{max}} \). Identical vector strings then have the similarity \( S = 1 \), those strings that describe opposite paths amount to \( S = -1 \). For all methods, we used randomly generated "random strings" as reference.

Reprint requests should be sent to Joystone Gbadamosi, Department of Neurology, University Hospital Hamburg-Eppendorf, Martinistrasse 52, 20246 Hamburg, Germany, or via e-mail: gbadamosi@uke.uni-hamburg.de.
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